[An evaluation of the speech therapy methods for patients after pharyngoplasty.].
Speech therapy was carried out for patients with speech disorders after pharyngoplasty, and the comparison of speech articulation before and after treatment, was done to evaluate the new method. 82 patients with the varying age from 4 to 31 years were included in the current study. The patients' speeches including syllables, word, phrase and sentence were compared before and after treatment according to Chinese Speech Intelligibility Testing Form. The systematic speech training was carried out according to the compensatory articulation characteristics. The steps were as follows. Firstly, the function of velopharyngeal closure should be strengthened. Secondly, the patients were trained with an average duration of 3.83 months (range from 1.5-12 months) according to the following three sequences: One was from phoneme, syllables, phrase, sentence to short paragraph or dialogue, another was from anterior to posterior according to the speech position, and the other was from easy to difficult according to the articulation method, such as from aspirated syllables to non-aspirated syllables, from plosive, fricative to affricative. There were 71 patients with compensatory articulation characteristic of velopharyngeal incompetence, the speech articulation of patients with glottis plosive increased from preoperative 46.27% to postoperative 97.16% (P<0.001). The speech articulation of patients with pharynx fricative increased from preoperative 57.19% to postoperative 97.72% (P<0.001). There were 11 patients with compensatory articulation characteristic of velopharyngeal adequacy, and the speech articulation of 11 patients with palatalized and lateral misarticulation increased from preoperative 71.10% to postoperative 98.55% (P<0.001). The training of velopharyngeal closure should be emphasized on the patients with compensatory articulation resulting from velopharyngeal incompetence after pharyngoplasty, then the correct speech position and method was established. While to the patients with compensatory articulation without velopharyngeal incompetence after pharyngoplasty, the correct speech position and method could be directly established.